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BEFORE GUTENBERG: THE THRIVING
WORLD OF OXFORD PUBLISHING
If you thought publishing began with the printing
press, Oxford proves otherwise, writes Brenda

Stones
Turn off the High Street in Oxford today and walk the
length of Catte Street, and try screening out the Radcliffe
Camera and All Souls chapel. Imagine instead a street of
small alleyways called Charlton’s Inn, just next to St Mary’s
church. Back in the years 1200-1250, this was a thriving
community of scribes, illustrators and bookbinders, known
collectively as ‘stationery booksellers’.
The scriptoria of the monasteries no longer dominated copying and production of manuscripts. Demand had outstripped these sources of supply, and in any case monasteries were often forbidden to sully themselves with commercial enterprise. So lay craftsmen arrived to work in this central location, subcontracting jobs to parchment makers,
scribes and illuminators. They developed innovatory networks of commercial collaboration, created recognisable
‘house-styles’ for workshops, and responded flexibly to
market demands.
It’s fascinating how all this resembled book production
today: the designer who marked out the line lengths; the
scribe who inserted text in the designated columns; the

illustrator who filled the spaces left after; then the binder
who finished the job, all operating as a team.
We know of the concentration of these crafts around Catte
Street from finds of pens and knives and an oyster-shell
palette for an illuminator; from evidence of surnames: the
scriptors, luminours, parchiminers, liurs that appear in records; → p 2
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BEFORE GUTENBERG ... cont’d from p1
from references to the local St Frideswide; and from property
records.
One householder living here was William de Brailes, probably
from the Warwickshire village of Brailes, who is named in six
property records during 1230-60 (with his wife Celena), often
as a witness to transfers of property, suggesting status as a
respected professional craftsman. These craftsmen at first
concentrated on liturgical scripts for the expanding lay market, with Bibles newly combined into a single volume: e.g. de
Brailes’s richly illuminated Dominican Bible of 1235, now in
the Bodleian Library.
So why were they concentrated in Oxford? The reason of
course is the university, which in the early 13th century
offered a ready market for copied texts. The town was full of
scholars and friars, and students needing the classic texts in
canon law, medicine, the arts and theology, with no Bodleian
Library conceived of until 1320. But given the proficiency of
the Oxford workshops, they began to diversify away from the
standard student texts, and even from the common religious
texts.
William de Brailes was responsible for the most innovatory text that emerged from Oxford in the early
13th century: this was the so-called De Brailes Hours
of c. 1240, the first instance of a Book of Hours to be
created in England. De Brailes acted alone on this volume, as negotiator, conceptualiser, designer, scribe
and illustrator. He also decided on unusual dimensions: a small pocket-sized volume of just 150 x 125
mm, such that mendicant friars and lay individuals
could carry it around for daily use.
Who was its patron? A woman called Susanna, judging
by the extra space given to the story of Susanna and
the Elders, and four portraits of her, in a pink robe
with auburn hair. And there is indeed evidence of a
fashionable woman called Susanna living in the parish
of St Laurance in North Hinksey. Fortunately for de
Brailes, this innovatory ‘pocketbook’ format for a
Book of Hours became the ‘bestseller’ of the 14th century, copied in its thousands, but originating with William de Brailes in Oxford.

Folio 1 of the De Brailes Hours, showing a
historiated D for Domine.

So we could say that William de Brailes was the first
‘publisher’ in Oxford, because he combined the functions of commissioning, designing, scribing and illuminating, using innovatory content and in innovatory
formats; in addition he was assessing the needs of a
market, and even ‘branding’ the text as his own.
Of course the whole scale of local publishing increased
when the first printing presses started rolling in Oxford in 1478, and the Star Chamber made Oxford University Press the university’s printer in 1586; but centuries before that time, the essence of conceiving a
book and overseeing its coordinated production for a
commercial market started with William de Brailes.
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HELLFIRE FOR CHILDREN … cont’d from p1
Yes, it’s a modern take of Dante’s Inferno. A girl who’s been bullied at
school goes on a magical trip into the underworld, where she meets a
boy killed in an accident 100 years ago. His name is Gil, suggestive of
the Roman poet Virgil. They pass Cerberus, the monstrous dog guarding the entrance to Hades, cross over the river Styx to the afterlife
and descend to the lowest circle of Hell.
“Children are not as ignorant of classical myths as you might think.
Most have heard of the Minotaur and Cerberus. Some of them appear in computer games. Don’t underestimate children. If you are
clear and have a good structure, they get it. I know. They tell me in
emails, letters and at talks I give in schools,” says Griselda, who
joined Writers in Oxford this spring.
Griselda read English at Cambridge and was in publishing before marrying and having four children. She finds Dante’s allegorical work is
“an amazing adventure story,” which worked well as a framework for
her own tale about a girl’s mysterious journey, relationships, and
troubling challenges.
She self-published with Matador and has already sold over 1,000 copies.
A national prize, a handsome trophy and an awards ceremony in London. Not bad for a first book. See http://www.antesinferno.com/
— Marcus Ferrar
_____________

PUNTING (left)
Oxford Writers doing what Oxford
Writers do as the summer airs grow
warm and gentle. Angela Burdick
once again invited members to punt
along her stretch of the river . Creative inspiration flourished. Can’t wait
to read what they are going to write.
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JUST OUT …

David Attwooll, a member of Writers in Oxford, won
the 2013 ‘Poetry Business Pamphlet competition.’
His entry Surfacing – a collection of 20 poems – is
published by Smith/Doorstop Books.

Sonia Scott-Fleming’s third novel,

Here is one:

This novel, about subtle and always
surprising relationships stretching
over the generations, is written with
all Sonia’s quirky wit and sharpness of
observation.
Her previous novel,
Hope Springs, is also now on Kindle. -0
- DCH

He and I, is now available on Kindle
and will shortly be available on Printon-Demand.

Murmuration
Viral on YouTube and now here, flung
above the lake a swirling weft of birds.
Black but diaphanous this skirl of stars twists
and banks to its own mysterious arithmetic.
Neural networks more subtle than markets
conjure an aerial screensaver
contingent as crowds that flock the ether
to counter power, occupy tents.
Dark webs encode surprise: the tip of a system’s
critical transitions, poised, then instantly
transformed, as filings magnetise, or continents fold
and drift, framing new maps, possible worlds.

THE CHALLENGES OF WRITING FOR CHILDREN
Joanna Kenrick is a long-standing WiO member and a
very successful children’s and young adult author.
She writes powerful, serious novels for young adults,
for example, Red Tears (Faber) which deals with selfharming. More recently, she has been writing Sweet
Hearts (Random House) a very different series of
books aimed mainly at 9-13s. For this age group,, she
writes under her married name, Jo Cotterill.
Well, the publishers may publish but sometimes they forget that the verb actually means ‘to
make public’. In her talk to Writers in Oxford, Joanna

talked about the ways she and other writers carry
out their own marketing and publicity, which is very
often separate from the publishers’ own efforts.
How she uses blogs, the social media and all the other opportunities the cyber-world offers, together
with school visits and direct contact with her readers,
made a fascinating evening’s listening. If you want to
sell your books you’ve really got to work at it.
We came away deeply enlightened. But, I for
one emerged scared stiff as well. Am I just too old? –

Dennis Hamley
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HOW TO WRITE COMICS AND GRAPHIC NOVELS
St Aldate’s Tavern, 25 July 2013
What is the difference between a
comic and a graphic novel? Neill
Cameron, who does both, said a
comic is most likely A4 size and
intended for children from 7 to 70
(and need not be comical); whereas a graphic novel uses the same
art form but in book format, and
usually deals with more serious
issues. But both formats translate
well to websites (where you can’t
really charge for them) and more
excitingly to tablet dimensions,
where there is a chance that they
could take off as a chargeable
download!
Neill Cameron gave brilliant insights into the history of the
graphic format, from the heyday
of Beano and Eagle to the dol-

drums of the current century, rescued only by the Phoenix comic
rising from the ashes, thanks to
David Fickling’s faith in the genre.
We were also reminded of the
classic European models of Tintin
and Asterix; and of course the
Japanese mastery of manga.
Neill lyrically described the
‘music’ of the frames, as they
sashay across the page, expanding
and contracting in tune with the
undulations of plot; and the dramatic and filmic parallels of telling a story solely through dialogue. There were several children’s authors in the audience,
and you could see their minds

churning … - Brenda Stones
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SELF-PUBLISHING: HOW TO DO IT
Panel of experts, 11 June, 2013, Turl Street Kitchen
Robert Bullard gave an upbeat
introduction, starting with the
surging statistics for selfpublishing: a 300% increase
from 2006 to 2011, especially
for e-books; 11% of all e-books
in the UK are self-published.
The advantages of selfpublishing are control, speed,
income, rights and satisfaction;
the drawbacks are risk, effort
and time.

at a price.

Changes in technology have
made this possible. Software
programs like Microsoft Publisher or Serief Plus are available if you want to create it
yourself, and find your own
printer; online packages like
Lulu, Blurb or Amazon’s Create
Space offer guidance and Print
on Demand; companies like
Indepenpress, Matador or York
Publishing Services will give
you more personal assistance,

Brenda Stones told how to set
up your own company, buying
ISBNs and bibliographic listing
from Nielsen. Allow for
bookseller’s discount and postage and packing when fixing
your published price. Hold local
readings where people will buy
copies, but also create a website through one.com or
wix.com with links to Facebook, so that your work can
transcend national boundaries.

Sarah of Indepenpress described the different levels of
package on offer: personalised
editing and design are optional
extras, as is the degree of marketing you can select. If you are
a novice, be careful how many
printed copies you actually
need. And don’t expect too
much marketing, warned Tim
Griggs, who self-publishes.

Want help with publishing your
book?
Robert Bullard, a member of
Writers in Oxford, acts as a 'book
coach', helping with planning and
writing a book, editing, through to
publishing and marketing. He specialises in non-fiction, chairs the
Oxford Society for Editors and
Proofreaders, and offers his first
hour FREE to new clients.
‘You can use this free hour to answer your publishing queries, get
feedback on a draft, or generate
ideas for your book launch,' he
says. 'And the coffee is on me.'
Tel. 07765 227530.
Email: robert@perfecttext.org
Website:perfecttext.org

‘REDEMPTION BLUES’ RUNNER-UP IN INTERNATIONAL BOOK AWARD
Redemption Blues, which Tim Griggs recently selfpublished as an ebook, has taken second prize in the
International Rubery Book Awards.
Judges described the book as ‘a beautifully written
and lyrical novel’ and added: ‘the characters are all
richly portrayed, often sharp and difficult, but changing naturally as the book develops, groping their way
towards comfort and reconciliation.’

It’s not the first time Redemption Blues has been
published. It has already been a best-seller (1 million
copies), but mainly in foreign translation and especially in Germany
Special offer at: http://tinyurl.com/l4fpt5d
Tim’s next book, The End of Winter has just come out
in ebook format. http://tinyurl.com/mu3q4kv.
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ELOPED!
Dennis Hamley ran away to Gretna Green in June to marry Kay.

Lines Written for an Auspicious Occasion
by Nicholas Fowler (well, not quite)*
The summons having woken me, I hied,
Caring no whit for time or even tide,
Toward the north, where Solway runs its course
Through Scotia's windy plains where lies its source,
Where Devil's Porridge boils, where fields are bleak
And Burns the ploughman makes his rough verse
speak.
My spirits droop as further still I tread,
When suddenly, like Lazarus from his bed,
They rise, as Gretna's purlieus do me face.
For here a miracle I see, a blessed place,
A sanctuary, alive with tree and flower,
With many a bubbling stream and bosky bower,
Colourful, lush, abundant, leafy, ferny,
Another Hidcote, Sissinghurst, Giverny.
Nature and man together made this scene.
What beauty now? What barb'rousness has been?
But soft. Figures approach. What is their quest?
Do they mean harm or are they for the best?
A ministrant? Who to? What does she carry?
A book? A register of those who marry?
Are those her acolytes who shyly pace
And in the tiny belvedere take their place?
And why so quiet? Breathlessly they stand.
Surely some revelation is at hand?
Yes. Two I had not thought to see draw near
To start a journey set for many a year.
For sure, there's something rakish in their mien.
Have they eloped ? To here? To Gretna Green?
Their tryst is secret. Is it racked with guilt?
Are heirs disowned? Are families split? Blood spilt?
Not so. They glory in their escapade,
Proceeding joyfully once their choice was made.
The bride is beautiful in royal blue.
The birds are hushed in awe; the squirrels too
Pause in their business as she passes by.
"Did you not see my lady," is their cry,
"Go down the garden smiling?" As her swain,
Faithful and loving, free from every strain,
Beside her walks, engarbed in sober grey,
Savouring this moment, knowing it will stay,
…→

→ ….
The sea doth murmur and the very tide
On Solway's firth doth turn and softly glide
Towards the land to hear the rite, the vow
Confirming that, oh yes! they're married now.
The ceremony is short. The ministrant's soft,
Mellifluous voice sends loving thoughts aloft.
Hymen, the god, and Cupid, meddlesome boy,
Hasten to Earth to join in all this joy,
To make a fitting end to this great day
And wish all happiness to Dennis and Kay.
*Nicholas Fowler, 18th century poet, scientist, philosopher and wit, has only ever lived in Dennis’s
novel, Spirit of the Place, available on Kindle and
shortly also as a new printed edition.
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THE CLATTER OF A TYPEWRITER AT FOUR YEARS OLD
Janie Hampton serves me a boiled quail’s egg as I sit
down to interview her one sunny morning. From someone who travelled across Africa by canoe and truck with
a family of four, it was never going to be a biscuit. In her
cascading garden of husbanded semi-wilderness, chickens cluck, ducks quack and quails serve up breakfast.
Janie has swept through life with gusto. Her writing career started with a women’s column in a Zimbabwe
newspaper. She advised how to breast-feed, but also
how to make an appetising treat out of crickets and build
a bamboo latrine. She was paid by the centimetre, measured by ruler on the page. When typewriter ribbons ran
out, she typed on carbon stencils, which meant the top
copy was blank.
Adventure was not merely to be lived, but in Janie’s case
written about. Her mother was a writer, and so too her
elder sister. Her father died when she was four, and
Janie’s first memories are waking up to the clatter of a
typewriter. Her mother wrote 40 books, and died at 95 in
the night after she completed the last.
“That’s what my family taught me about writing: just do
it. It’s possible, but it’s hard work. I still find it difficult.”
Around the family breakfast table, she learned you’re
only as good as your last book. She sent her first book at
age 11 to a publisher, who rejected it but added, “I’m
sure you will be writer one day.”
In the 15 books she has written, recurring themes are
hardship and ordinary people overcoming daunting obstacles. Two bestsellers are London Olympics: 1908 and
1948, and The Austerity Olympics: How the Games Came
to London in 1948. – “There was no money. Athletes
slept in classrooms and travelled to their events by London bus,” she says.
She looked askance at Girl Guides before she started
writing about them. But then she heard extraordinary
tales of endurance in wartime China, and of rallying morale in concentration camps. “We will not die until the
death” was their motto. When she launched How the Girl

Guides Won the War in the Summertown Book Store, she
sang a Girl Guide song her mother sang in the 1930s.
“I’m no sports journalist. I’m good at research and interviewing people.” People such as Dorothy Tyler, who competed for Britain in the 1936 Berlin Olympics, met Hitler
and went to a party thrown by Goebbels.
She looked askance at Girl Guides before she started
writing about them. But then she heard extraordinary
tales of endurance in wartime China, and of rallying morale in concentration camps. “We will not die until the
death” was their motto. When she launched How the Girl
Guides Won the War in the Summertown Book Store, she
sang a Girl Guide song her mother sang in the 1930s.
Having worked with conventional publishers, Janie liked
using Kindle Singles to publish Rationing and Revelry –
the Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II in 1953 earlier this
year. “30,000 words, properly edited, brought out quickly, available for £1.49.”
Ninety minutes have passed, and I have scarcely pealed
one quail’s egg. Janie’s stories flow on, each phrase
honed by the scion of a writing family.

- Interview Marcus Ferrar

